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1. INTRODUCTION 

Money, history and the European legal framework are among Professor Benjamin Geva’s leading 

research interests. I am truly delighted to share this area of study with him, and I am honoured to 

participate in this publishing project. 

My essay aims to analyze how the payment system has become a normative paradigm in the 

European harmonization process. Moving from the international regulatory context, it has gradually 

penetrated the European legal framework, where it refers to a “funds transfer system with formal and 

standardized arrangements and common rules for the processing, clearing and/or settlement of 

payment transactions”1 and is dealt with as a two-sided market, “one in which the volume of 

transactions between end-users depends on the structure and not only on the overall level of the fee 

charged by the platform.”2 

This paper consists of six further sections. Section two outlines the sources of law material on the 

construction of an internal market for payment, taking into account the pro-competitive approach of 

European policymakers. Section three focuses on the three reports — the 1989 Angell Report,3 the 1990 

Lamfalussy Report on the netting schemes and the 2001 study on the Core principles for systematically 

important payment systems4 — published under the aegis of the Bank for International Settlements 

(BIS), assuming that they have influenced the European harmonization process for wholesale payments. 

Sections four, five and six turn to the European harmonization process for retail payments with the aim 

of addressing changes in the regulatory approach between the mid-70s and 2000s: while at the 

beginning, the European legal framework focused on the payment instrument and the single user-

provider contracting relationship, it later began to treat the monetary payment as a single payment 

service value chain exhibiting two-sided consumption externalities. Section seven draws some 

conclusions.  

                                                           
* This paper is written within the context of the Jean Monnet Chair in EU Money Law (2018-2021), held by Dr. Gabriella 
Gimigliano, Senior Researcher in Business Law, Business and Law Department, University of Siena, Italy.  
1 See: E.C., Council and Parliament Directive 2007/64/EC of 13 November 2007, on payment services in the internal market 
amending Directives 97/7/EC, 2002/65/EC, 2005/60/EC and 2006/48/EC and repealing Directive 97/5/EC, [2007] O.J., L. 319/1, 
art. 4 (6) [PSD1 Directive]; EU, Council and Parliament Directive (EU) 2366/2015 of 25 November 2015 on payment services in 
the internal market, amending Directives 2002/65/EC, 2009/110/EC and 2013/36/EU and Regulation (EU) No 1093/2010, and 
repealing Directive 2007/64/EC, [2015] O.J., L. 337/35, art. 4 (7) [PSD2 Directive].  
2 Jean-Charles Rochet & Jean Tirole, “Two-sided markets: a progress report” (29 November 2005), online (pdf): Toulouse School 
of Economy <tse-fr.eu/sites/default/files/medias/doc/by/rochet/rochet_tirole.pdf> [Rochet & Tirole 2005].  
3 Group of experts on payment systems of the central banks of the Group of Ten countries, Report on netting schemes, (Basel: 
Bank for International Settlements, 1989) [Angell Report].  
4 Committee on Payment and Settlement Systems (CPSS), Core principles for systematically important payment systems (Basel: 
Bank for International Settlements, 2001) [Core principles for payment systems].  
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2. THE INTERNAL MARKET FOR PAYMENTS AND THE SOURCES OF LAW 

With a view to analyzing how the normative concept of payment system entered the European 

harmonization process, it is worthwhile to look first at the legal context and the sources of law 

concerned. 

The legal context is the internal market for payments, an “area without internal frontiers in which 

the free movements of goods, persons, services and capital is ensured in accordance with the provisions 

of the Treaties.”5 In order to build up an internal market (for payments), European lawmakers have 

carried out an approximation process among the Member States’ legal systems, based on preliminary 

rulings by the Court of Justice of the European Union (the Court) and a legislative process based on art. 

114 TFEU.6 Both aim to remove regulatory obstacles to market access, level the playing field between 

incumbents and newcomers and establish a higher and more uniform level of payment service user 

protection throughout the Union.7  

Negative harmonization pursues a two-tiered objective: firstly, it prevents the Member States 

from adopting legislative and administrative acts that might impede the free movement of goods, 

persons, services, and capital/payments; and secondly, it leads to a uniform construction and 

application of the primary and secondary European rules. The positive harmonization process, on the 

other hand, comprises soft or non-binding rules, such as the European Commission recommendations 

and communications, as well as binding acts, namely the directives and regulations of the European 

Parliament and the Council.8  

In the construction of an internal market for payments, a pro-competitive approach has featured 

in the European harmonization process from the outset: for example, prior information requirements 

to be fulfilled by the service provider or by the card issuer in order to let the prospective customer 

compare different offers and indirectly increase competition among the financial institutions is 

provided for in the 1988 Commission recommendation,9 in the 1997 cross-border credit transfers 

directive10 and more recently in the PSD1 and PSD2 directives. Some years later, the 2014 Payment 

                                                           
5 Treaty on the Functioning of European Union, [2012] O.J. C326/47, art. 26, § 2 [TFEU]. 
6 Ibid., art. 114, concerning the “Approximation of laws”, provides in the first paragraph that “(…) The European Parliament and 
the Council shall, acting in accordance with the ordinary legislative procedure and after consulting the Economic and Social 
Committee, adopt the measures for the approximation of the provisions laid down by law, regulation or administrative action 
in Member States which have as their object the establishment and functioning of the internal market.” 
7 Concerning the evolution of negative and positive harmonisation for payments, see John Usher, The law of money and financial 
services in the European Community, 2nd ed. (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2000) at 6 f.; Mavromati, The Law of Payment 
Services in the EU: The EC Directive on Payment Services in the Internal Market (Netherlands: Wolters Kluwer, 2008); Gimigliano, 
“Sub Title VI. Final Provisions” in Gimigliano & Bozina Beros, eds., The Payment Service Directive II: a commentary, Elgar 
Commentaries Series (in press). 
8 Bartlomiej Kurcz, “Harmonisation by means of Directives-never-ending story?” (2001) 12 Eur. Bus. L. Rev. 287; Stephen 
Weatherill, “Harmonisation: how much, how little?” (2005) 16 Eur. Bus. L. Rev. 533; Karsten Engsig Sørensen, “The Country-
of-Origin principle and balancing jurisdiction between Home Member States and Host Member States” (2019) 30 Eur. Bus. L. 
Rev. 37.  
9 E.C., Commission Recommendation 88/590/EEC of 17 November 1988 on payment systems, and in particular the relationship 
between cardholder and card issuer, [1988] O.J., L. 317/55.  
10 E.C., Council and Parliament Directive 97/5/EC of 27 January 1997 on cross-border credit transfers, [1997] O.J., L. 43/25.  
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Account Directive (PAD directive)11 streamlined the system of information requirements so as to 

improve the “comparison of payment account services and fees and incentivize payment account 

switching” on a cross-border basis.12 More specifically, the PAD directive establishes a bottom-up 

regulatory process setting out standardized terminology, coupled with targeted fee information 

presented in a consistent format covering the most representative services linked to payment accounts. 

The standardization process should — according to European policymakers — encourage consumers’ 

mobility within the internal market.13 Consistently, the PAD directive compelled the Member States to 

make comparison websites available free of charge to payment service consumers: these websites 

should provide consumers with clear, trustworthy and independent information covering the broadest 

range of possible offers in order to reduce search costs.14 

The pro-competitive regulatory strategy is also carried out at another level. Indeed, the PSD1 

directive has sought to remove legal obstacles to access by business operators other than banks. This is 

the case of payment institutions, i.e., financial institutions specialized in the provision of payment 

services and ancillary businesses. European lawmakers have tried to weaken the natural oligopoly of 

big credit card issuers and credit institutions, providing for risk-based capital and own funds thresholds. 

In addition, they have delineated the difference between pure and hybrid payment institutions, where 

the latter entitle business entities to engage in the provision of professional payment services in tandem 

with commercial or industrial businesses. The same legal (business) entity will hold and operate both 

of them but must fulfill a set of directive measures to safeguard payment service users’ funds.15 On the 

other hand, the PSD1 directive has enabled payment institutions to improve competition in the sector 

of overdraft facilities: since the 2000 Cruickshank Report, the payment account is dealt with as a 

payment services market bottleneck due to its bundling effect, and the overdraft as a grey area because 

the overdraft price is not driving the choice of the current account.16 Therefore, from the PSD1 directive 

on, payment institutions may operate payment services granting a credit line as long as three conditions 

are met: i) said credit line is ancillary to the execution of a payment transaction; ii) the credit is granted 

using mainly the payment institution's own funds, as well as other funds from the capital markets, but 

not funds held on behalf of clients for payment services; iii) the funds borrowed are paid back within 

twelve months.17  

With no soluti retentio with the pro-competition approach of the PSD1 directive, the PSD2 

directive has encouraged competition along the payment service value chain by splitting it up into 

smaller parts. Having amended the list of payment services, it provides for account information services 

                                                           
11 E.C., European Parliament and Council Directive 2014/92/EU of 23 July 2014 on the comparability of fees related to payment 
accounts, payment account switching and access to payment accounts with basic features, [2014] O.J., L. 257/214 [PAD Directive]. 
12 Ibid., Preamble (9),. 
13 Ibid., Preambles (4), (15), (17), arts. 3, 4, 5, 6. 
14 Ibid., Preamble (22), art. 7. 
15 PSD1 Directive, supra note 1, art. 9; PSD2 Directive, supra note 1, art. 10.  
16 Cattelan & Gimigliano, “Digital currency schemes: more or less sustainable? Limits to growth and electronification of money 
in Europe” 21 Ianus 2020 at 9-42.  
17 PSD1 Directive, supra note 1, Preamble (13), art. 16; PSD2 Directive, supra note 1, Preamble (40), art. 18.  
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and payment initiation services. Both of these concern only payment service users’ information for 

online payment accounts or e-money products: indeed, the former means “an online service to provide 

consolidated information on one or more payment accounts held by the payment service user with 

either another payment service provider or with more than one payment service provider,” and the 

second covers “a service to initiate a payment order at the request of the payment service user with 

respect to a payment account held at another payment service provider.”18 As long as they are listed as 

payment services, business entities must be provided with either a registration or an authorization. The 

goals of the European lawmakers are to open up the market to payment service providers other than 

credit and financial institutions, while maintaining robust protection of user data.  

Coming to the end of this section, an initial analysis can be advanced: the construction of the 

internal market for payments is part of a pro-competitive regulatory approach, and this allows us to 

consider antitrust experiences — such as the Commission decisions in relation to arts. 101 and 102 

TFEU, as well as the rulings of the European Tribunal and Court of Justice in the same area — among the 

leading sources of law, despite the fact that the Union may not be formally considered as a purely case-

based legal system.  

 

3. FROM THE INTERNATIONAL CONTEXT TO EUROPEAN WHOLESALE PAYMENT SYSTEMS 

Around the 1980s, economic and regulatory studies began to focus on monetary payment as a 

process, performed by one or more paymasters — for whom money was a sight debt — in accordance 

with a series of closely connected bilateral agreements, as well as through a multilateral agreement 

establishing common technical and regulatory standards for processing and clearing the payment 

orders. Within this framework, the growth of Internet-based communication has played a crucial role: 

it has turned out to be more than a mere mechanization device triggering a change in regulatory 

categories.19 

In February 1980, having defined the payment system as “the institutional and historic settings in 

which various means of payment are used in a national context,” the BIS argued that “each payment 

system should … be designed as an entity so that once a payment operation has been initiated it can 

reach completion without any need to switch from one instrument to another.”20 Analyzing institutional 

and legal forms of (bi- and) multi-lateral and multi-currency netting agreements crossing different 

jurisdictions21 emphasizes that formalized agreements are qualitatively different from individual 

banking organizations. They might shift risks among participants, providers and settlement agents, and 

therefore it seems advisable to examine the credit, liquidity and operational risks for each system as a 

                                                           
18 PSD2 Directive, supra note 1, art. 4, (15), (16).  
19 Padoa Schioppa, La moneta e il sistema dei pagamenti [Money and the payment system] (Bologna: Il Mulino, 1992) at 3 ff.  
20 Group of experts on payment systems of the central banks of the Group of Ten countries, Payment systems in eleven developed 
countries (Basel: Bank for International Settlements, 1985) at 2 f.  
21Core principles for payment systems, supra note 4; Committee on Payments and Market Infrastructure & World Bank Group, 
Payment aspects of financial inclusion (Basel: Bank for International Settlements and World Bank Group, 2016). 
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whole; “such arrangements can best be thought of as groupings of individual banks closely interrelated 

credit and liquidity risk, and which have common rules and operating procedures.”22  

In 1990, the Lamfalussy Report went a step further and set minimum standards for the design and 

operation of cross-border and multi-currency netting and settlement schemes by i) establishing 

multilateral netting agreements provided with a sound legal basis; ii) giving netting participants a clear 

understanding of credit and liquidity risks, iii) ensuring the timely completion of daily settlements “in 

the event of an inability to settle by a participant with the largest single net-debit position,” iv) laying 

down objective and publicly-disclosed access requirements with a view to ensuring fair and open access, 

and v) improving the operational reliability of the technical system and the availability of back-up 

facilities able to carry out daily processing activities.23 The subsequent 2001 BIS report sets forth core 

principles for systematically important payment systems. In comparison with the Lamfalussy Report, 

the Ten Core Principles provide just a handful of new elements: settlement assets should “preferably be 

a claim on the central bank; where other assets are used, they should carry little or no credit risk and 

little or no liquidity risk;” the system should provide a means of making payments which is practical for 

its users and efficient for the economy; the system’s governance arrangements should be effective, 

accountable and transparent.24  

European regulatory initiatives at the wholesale level are consistent with the international 

regulatory landscape. Firstly, the 1998 Settlement Finality Directive (SFD), revised in 2009, focuses on 

the payment system as a “formal arrangement between three or more participants, without counting a 

possible settlement agent, a possible central counterparty, a possible clearinghouse or a possible 

indirect participant, with common rules and standardized arrangements for the execution of transfer 

orders between the participants.”25 The participants comprise financial institutions, central 

counterparties, settlement agents or clearinghouses, while the transfer order means a funds transfer 

between participants, i.e., “any instruction by a participant to place at the disposal of a recipient an 

amount of money by means of book entry on the accounts of a credit institution, a central bank or a 

settlement agent, or any instruction that results in the assumption or discharge of a payment obligation 

as defined by the rules of the system.”26 When in 2009 the 1998 SFD was revised, the notion of payment 

system was not amended. The 2009 SFD added an interoperability feature addressing payment systems 

sharing technical and regulatory standards,27 as well as the role of the system operator, i.e., a business 

                                                           
22 Angell Report, supra note 3 at 8 f.  
23 Bank for International Settlements, Report of the Committee on Interbank Netting Schemes of the Central Banks of the Group 
of Ten countries (Basel: Bank for International Settlements, 1990) at 17 ff [Lamfalussy Report].  
24Core principles for payment systems, supra note 4 at 3 ff.  
25E.C., European Parliament and Council directive 98/26/EC of 19 May 1998 on settlement finality in payment and securities 
settlement systems, [1998] O.J., L. 166/45, art. 2, let. (b) [1998 Settlement Finality Directive]. 
26 Ibid., art. 2, let. (i). 
27 Interoperable payment systems are “two or more systems whose system operators have entered into an arrangement with 
one another that involves cross-system execution of transfer orders.” See E.C., European Parliament and Council directive 
98/26/EC on settlement finality in payment and securities settlement systems, [2019] O.J., L166/45, art. 2 (o). 
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entity in charge of operating a contract-based platform that enjoys rights and obligations like 

participants, but that may also act as a settlement agent, central counterparty or clearinghouse.28  

The great merit of the 1998–2009 SFDs is that they took cues from international regulatory 

bodies. The 1990 Lamfalussy Report had already addressed, among the minimum standards for netting 

schemes, the need for a well-founded basis under all relevant jurisdictions concerned, confirming the 

view previously expressed in the Angell Report: netting schemes may reduce credit and liquidity 

exposures if they have a sound legal basis, as long as they give a clear definition of the procedures for 

the management of credit and liquidity risks, specify the respective responsibilities of the netting 

provider and the participants and stipulate that the net amount is legally binding.29  

Consistent with this, the 1998 SFD establishes that the governing law of a system is the national 

law chosen by the participants as long as at least one of them has its head office in the Member State 

concerned. Therefore, the terms of the settlement agreement are binding to the participants and are to 

be applied in strict observance of the national governing law. For example, the rules of the system 

govern the moment of entry of a transfer order into the system, as well as the moment from which a 

transfer order may no longer be revoked; however, if there are conditions laid down in the national 

governing law as to the moment of entry, the rules of the settlement system must be in compliance with 

them, while the rights and obligations of a participant arising from or connected with its participation 

in the settlement system are governed by the chosen national law. With a view to ensuring the 

soundness of the payment system, this Directive not only makes monetary transfer orders legally 

enforceable but also establishes that they are binding on participants and third parties as long as the 

transfer orders were entered into the system before the moment of opening an insolvency procedure. 

Despite the fact that the 2009 SFD provides for interoperability as a qualifying feature, each payment 

system may establish in its own rules the moment of entry of the payment order into its system, trying 

“to the extent possible” to ensure that the rules of all interoperable payment systems concerned are 

coordinated.30 

 

4. RETAIL PAYMENT SYSTEMS 

Moving from wholesale to retail payments, the first phase under examination ran from the mid-

1970s to the second half of the ‘90s. During this period, the Commission Discussion paper “Making 

payments in the internal market” gave great emphasis to payment systems as “different networks for 

processing financial transactions.” It was suggested that cross-border payment systems:  

- provide customers with a clear timetable for payment transaction execution;  

                                                           
28 E.C., European Parliament and Council directive 2009/44/EU of 6 May 2009 on amending Directive 98/26/EC on settlement 
finality in payment and securities settlement systems and Directive 2002/47/EC on financial collateral arrangements as regards 
linked systems and credit claims, [2009] O.J., L. 146/37.  
29 Lamfalussy Report, supra note 23 at 23 ff.  
30 1998 Settlement Finality Directive, supra note 25, art. 3(4). 
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- ensure that that explicit and implicit costs for using them are “reasonable, known in advance 

and subject to the maximum extent to competitive market forces;”  

- meet high standards of security, integrity and affordability;  

- do not establish unnecessary restrictions, for example, on the amount of money that can be 

paid over;  

- and, in the end, clearly establish the rights, obligations and responsibilities of the parties 

concerned.  

However, despite this considerable emphasis, the reference to the role of the payment system 

turns out to be de facto immaterial to the structure of positive harmonization. Indeed, the soft rules 

issued by the Commission before and after the 1990 Discussion paper are more consistent with the 

widespread economic approach of the time,31 basing the soft harmonization process on payment 

instruments. In fact, they deal with electronic payment instruments and provide for minimum 

information requirements as well as minimum rules for obligations and liabilities of the contracting 

parties.32  

In the same period, the antitrust regulatory situation seems to confirm that the payment system 

still fell outside the realm of the construction of the internal market for payments. The Commission as 

an antitrust authority, in charge of issuing the exemption ex art. 81(3) of the Treaty on the European 

Community (TEC), renumbered as art. 101(3) of the TFEU was notified of a series of decisions by 

associations of undertakings concerning bank cheques and traveller’s cheques: the 1984 Uniform 

Eurocheques,33 1986 Association of Belgian Banks,34 1986 ABI35 and 1989 Dutch Banks,36 all of which 

enjoyed individual exemption. In fact, the Commission ascertained that they met the four requirements. 

Specifically, the Commission stated that they may improve “the production or distribution of goods or 

to promoting technical or economic progress,” allow “consumers a fair share of the resulting benefit,” 

and did not “(a) impose on the undertakings concerned restriction which are not indispensable to the 

attainment of these objectives; (b) afford such undertakings the possibility of eliminating competition 

in respect of a substantial part of the product in question.”  

Taking a closer look at the above-mentioned case law, the cases in question may be categorized 

as concerning money as a unit of account and money as a means of payment.  

In the 1984 Uniform Eurocheques, the Commission held that consumers may “… draw cash as 

needed from credit institutions in any foreign country they are visiting. For such transactions they enjoy 

the benefit of the guarantee provided by their own bank,”37 and in the 1986 ABI, that the “bearers of 

                                                           
31 See above, section 2.  
32 E.C., Commission recommendation 598/87/EEC, [1987] O.J., L. 365/72; E.C., Commission Recommendation 590/88/EEC, [1988] 
O.J., L. 317/55; E.C., Commission recommendation 447/90/EEC final; E.C., Commission recommendation 489/97/EC, [1997] O.J., 
L. 208/52.  
33 E.C., Commission decision of 10 December 1984, [1985] O.J.E.C., L. 35/43 [Uniform Eurocheques]. 
34 E.C., Commission decision of 11 December 1986, [1987] O.J.E.C., L. 7/27 [Belgian Banks]. 
35 E.C., Commission decision of 12 December 1986, [1987] O.J.E.C., L. 43/51 [ABI].  
36 E.C., Commission decision of 19 July 1989, [1989] O.J.E.C., L. 255/1 [Dutch Banks].  
37 Uniform Eurocheques, supra note 33, § 38.  
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traveller’s cheques have, in practice, every European currency at their disposal, they can obtain cash 

according to their requirements from credit institutions in every foreign country they visit, they can also 

use traveller’s cheques to settle directly their bills in the non-banking sector of foreign countries, the 

cheque being honoured for the full amount in local currency at the prevailing exchange rate.”38 In both 

cases, making the exchange of different currencies easier and cheaper is far from being the only 

exempting argument, but it seems important in the antitrust analysis and, above all, it seems crucial 

within the European legal framework, since the Court had already released, in Regina v. Ernest George 

Thompson et al.,39 a preliminary ruling on the construction of the free movement of goods and of 

capital/payments,40 holding that the monetary assets concerned were means of payment rather than 

goods (to be bought and sold) because they work as legal tender in a Member State or in a nation-State 

beyond the European Community.41 This approach does not seem incongruous since, as Padoa Schioppa 

emphasized, it was common among economists educated in the 1960s and ‘70s, who were accustomed 

to addressing money more as a reserve of value and a unit of account rather than as a means of payment.   

There is a second strand of antitrust decisions in which money is addressed as a means of 

payment, i.e., in the 1986 Belgian Banks42 and the 1989 Dutch Banks. In these cases, the Commission 

granted the individual exemption, holding, among other things, that the decisions of the associations of 

undertakings concerned do not directly govern the contracting relationship between banks and their 

customers and therefore bank members remain free to set prices and value dates.43 Both of them 

consider the multilateral agreement among competitors, i.e., the bank members, making no reference to 

the impact of network externalities on competition law enforcement, despite the fact that in the same 

period, Katz and Shapiro had already developed an oligopoly model arguing that consumers value a 

product more when it turns out to be compatible with other consumers’ products, an effect addressed 

as network externalities;44 while, Farrell and Saloner had emphasized how network externalities may 

                                                           
38 Belgian Banks, supra note 34, § 63.  
39 Regina v. Ernest George Thompson et al., C-7/78, [1978] E.C.J., E.C.R. 02247. The appellants were charged before the Crown 
Court of Canterbury with being “knowingly” involved in a fraudulent evasion of the prohibition on importation and exportation 
respectively imposed by the Import of Goods Control Order 1954 and the Export of Goods control Order 1970. The appellants 
argued that both statutory rules and regulations were not in compliance with the Community-based prohibitions on 
importation and exportation laid down in the Treaty of Rome; in contrast, the British Government argued that the coins 
concerned were to be regarded as capital, as per the meaning of art. 67 of the Treaty of Rome and, if they had been deemed as 
goods, the restrictions on imports and exports would be justified on grounds of public policy. 
40 Until the Maastricht Treaty, freedom of payment was still ancillary to the free movement of capital, and both of them were 
not fully liberalized.  
41 However, Usher, supra note 7 at 6 f has critically stressed that, to establish the nature of means of payment, ʻwhat matters is 
not whether the coins were in law legal tender, but whether in the particular transaction they were used as a commodity to be 
bought and sold or as money at their facial valueʼ.  
42 Indeed, in Belgian Banks, supra note 34 the Commission considers it a benefit for consumers that the beneficiaries of 
“payment from abroad are not obliged to contact a bank other than their own bank whenever the latter is not the correspondent 
of the bank established in the country in which the order originated.” Similarly, in the Dutch Banks, supra note 36 the 
Commission considers the rationalization of cheque clearing systems as a benefit for consumers thanks to the use of 
standardized cheque formats or traveller’s cheques that allow them to be credited more rapidly than in normal collection 
procedures.  
43 ABI, supra note 35, § 68; Dutch Banks, supra note 36, § 65; Uniform Eurocheques, supra note 33, § 42.  
44 Katz & Shapiro, “Network externalities, competition, and compatibility” (1985) 75 Am. Economic Rev. 424.  
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encourage voluntary standardization with diverging social benefits and costs in terms of excess 

inertia.45  

 

5. THE PAYMENT SERVICE “VALUE CHAIN” APPROACH  

With the 1997 cross-border credit transfers directive, European lawmakers took a different 

approach: it establishes contract liability for the proper execution of credit transfer orders addressing 

the payment service value chain and splitting this process into two tiers. Therefore, in the contracting 

relationship with the payer (who issues the credit transfer order), the payer’s bank is not contractually 

liable either for late execution or for non-execution of the credit transfer orders when the funds are 

credited to the account of the beneficiary’s bank in compliance with the time limit agreed upon and the 

instructions are given by the payer. What happens after that moment falls within the sphere of the 

contracting relationship between the payee and the payee’s payment service provider. 

Replacing this directive, first PSD1, and then PSD2, consistently develop the payment service 

value chain approach. Not only do they confirm the same approach to contract liability, but they also 

take a step further, as the European jurisprudence makes clear. The Tecnoservice Int. S.r.l. v. Poste 

Italiane S.p.A. and, a month later, the Mediterranean Shipping Company – Agentes de Navegação SA vs 

Banco Comercial Poruguȇs SA – Caixa Geral de Depósitos SA seem to be two persuasive preliminary 

rulings.  

The first concerns the payment of a sum of money to the incorrect payee due to an incorrect 

unique identifier provided by the payer. Here, the referring court asks the Court whether articles 74 and 

75 PSD146 must be interpreted as meaning that when a payment order is executed in accordance with a 

unique identifier provided by the payment service user which does not correspond to the payee name 

indicated by the user, the payment service provider’s liability is limited to the payer’s payment service 

provider alone, or that such liability extends to the payee’s payment service provider as well. The Court 

of Justice held that the payment transaction “refers to a single act as a whole between the payer and 

payee, not only each of the relationships of the payer and the payee with their own respective payment 

service provider” and therefore the exemption of liability refers to all payment service providers 

involved in processing the payment order.  

In the second case, the Court of justice held that the notion of payment service user and of payment 

service comprise, respectively, the case of a holder of a payment account where a direct-debit 

transaction is executed without his own consent and without an underlying obligation between the 

payer and the payee and, in addition, the execution of direct debits initiated by the payee (through his 

payment service provider) on a payment account of which said payee is not the holder when the holder 

of the account thus debited does not consent to those direct debits. It is worth noting that the Court 

considered a different conclusion as being inconsistent with the PSD context where: 

                                                           
45 Farrell & Saloner, “Standardization, compatibility, and innovation” (1985) 16:1 R.A.N.D. J. Economics 70. 
46 Renumbered as art. 61 in PSD2 Directive, supra note 1. 
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- the concept of payment service comprises any business activity in Annex I of the PSDs 

(Payment Services Directives), and specifically any payment transaction of placing, 

withdrawing and transferring funds, even in the absence of any underlying obligations 

between the payer and the payee, where the payer is the holder of the payment account thus 

debited; 

- any payment transaction – not only a direct debit - may be initiated either by the payer or by 

or with the cooperation of the payee. In addition, the PSD2 establishes that a payment 

transaction may be initiated by the payment initiation service provider;  

- The payer whose account is debited without his consent has entered a framework contract 

(and a payment account is a framework contract), enabling him/her to make and receive, 

among other things, direct debits; 

- The account holder is entitled to be reimbursed as long as she/he denies the authorization 

within 13 months of the day the account was debited, in the case of unauthorized or 

incorrectly executed payment transactions.  

 Ultimately, as long as the payment order enters the payment system through one of the proper 

gates (payer, payee, payment initiation service provider), it must be executed in compliance with the 

contract terms and conditions agreed upon in the framework contract (or in the single payment 

transaction contract) with the exception of the payment service user’s right to block the payment 

instrument for “objectively justified reasons relating to the security of the payment instrument, the 

suspicion of unauthorized or fraudulent use of the payment instrument or, in case of a payment 

instrument with a credit line, a significantly increased risk that the payer may be unable to fulfil its 

liability to pay” (art. 68 (2) PSD2). This legal framework seems consistent with PSD policy priorities 

aiming to promote the efficient and straightforward processing of payments.47  

 

6. PAYMENT SYSTEMS AS TWO-SIDED PLATFORMS 

In parallel with the Payment Services Directives, a dialectical relationship was developed between 

the antitrust experience and the positive harmonization process: it seems that European lawmakers 

were attempting to fill regulatory gaps and iron out any legal uncertainties of the antitrust law 

experience.  

The starting point for the investigation is network externalities studies. These studies are 

concerned with the construction of payment systems as business platforms exhibiting indirect 

externalities, i.e., positive consumption externalities arising out of complementarities that are not 

internalized by end users,48 with the consequence that “as more units are sold, the willingness to pay for 

                                                           
47 PSD2 Directive, supra note 1, Preamble (65).  
48 Rochet & Tirole, “Platform Competition in Two-Sided Markets” (2001) 1:4 J. Eur. Economic Association 990 [Rochet & Tirole 
2001]; Economides, “Competition policy in network industries: an introduction” (June 2004), online (pdf): SSRN 
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the last unit may be higher.”49 Despite the fact that any payment instruments may exhibit indirect 

network externalities, European antitrust law concerns mainly debit and credit card payment networks 

providing for decisions of associations of undertakings on price and non-price conditions.  

 

(a) Pricing Conditions 

In 2001, Rochet and Tirole argued that a market with network externalities is a two-sided market 

“if the platforms can effectively cross-subsidize between different categories of end-users that are 

parties to the transaction,” with the consequence that “the volume of transaction on and the profit of a 

platform depend not only on the total price charged to the parties to the transaction but also on its 

decomposition.”50 This means that, with a view to encouraging interaction between the two categories 

of payment service users, the payment platform as a matchmaker makes a two-tiered choice: setting the 

proper level of usage and membership fees and allocating them in such a way as to increase transaction 

volume. 

This is the multilateral-interchange fee or MIF, and the leading antitrust case concerns the Visa 

card system.51 It is known that Visa is a non-profit association set up as a four-party payment system. It 

manages the trademarks, sets the common rules and provides for authorization and clearing services 

via worldwide computer and telecommunication networks. Visa neither issues the cards nor acquires 

the merchants because both activities are operated directly by its members, which are financial 

institutions. However, as a matchmaker, Visa is in charge of setting the proper conditions to encourage 

payment service users to join the platform (by holding one or more Visa cards) and make interactions 

using their Visa cards. This depends first and foremost on the MIF structure and level, MIF being a fee 

to be paid by the acquirers (namely, the banks contracting with merchants for VISA card acceptance) to 

the issuers (i.e., the banks issuing VISA cards to consumers or traders) for each transaction.  

The analysis of Visa cases reveals that European lawmakers uphold the MIF structure, take 

regulatory action to adjust the MIF level, and try to deal with any ancillary vertical integration clauses.  

In the 2002 Visa case52, with regard to the intra-regional interchange fee scheme for consumer 

cards as applied to the cross-border point of sale Visa card payment operations between the EEA 

Member States, the Commission was notified of a request of negative clearance; Visa argued that MIF is 

nothing more than a reimbursement fee set to balance the unequal returns and expenses of financial 

institutions on the two sides of the market. At the same time, Visa submitted an individual exemption 

request to the Commission ex art. 81(3) TEC.  

The Commission rejected the negative clearance, arguing that MIF is far from being a transfer of 

costs between undertakings cooperating on a joint product. Conversely, it argued that there is an 

                                                           
49 Economides, supra note 48 at 5 ff. 
50 Rochet & Tirole 2001, supra note 48 at 5 f. 
51 It goes without saying that there are also further antitrust cases on card platform’s pricing policy (for instance, the 
Mastercard case), but Visa is with no doubt the most remarkable case for MIF. 
52 E.C. Commission decision of 24 July 2002 [2002] O.J.E.C. L318/7 [2002 Visa Decision]  
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interdependent demand between the two sides of the market because the “product” — namely, payment 

services through credit or debit cards — may also be provided without MIF but catering to both classes 

of users with smaller networks.53 In the Commission’s construction, MIF is deemed as a horizontal 

agreement fixing “a significant part of the parties’ final costs and revenues respectively” with passing-

on effects of benefits and costs on the final users (cardholders and merchants). In fact, the acquiring and 

issuing banks (or financial institutions) are no longer free to set their pricing policy,54 and in addition, 

MIF “has as its effect to distort the behaviour of acquiring banks vis-à-vis their customers (at resale 

level), because it creates an important cost element … which is likely to constitute a de facto floor for 

the fees charged to the merchants they acquire since, otherwise, the acquiring bank would make a loss 

on its acquiring activity.”55  

Despite turning down a negative clearance, the Commission released an individual exemption ex 

art. 81(3) TEC (now, art. 101(3) TFEU). Most significantly for the purposes of this analysis, the 

Commission upheld the construction of payment systems as two-sided industries considering that (i) 

the Visa network, like any other business platform that features network externalities, provides for 

“greater utility to each type of user greater the number of users of the other type: the more merchants 

in the system, the greater the utility to cardholders and vice versa”; and (ii) in four-party payment 

systems, like Visa, the issuing banks will indirectly provide — through the acquiring banks — a series 

of services to merchants56 but — in the absence of a contracting relation — they may not charge the 

costs directly to them.57 Since the 2002 Visa decision, the European framework has never further 

contended the MIF structure: in two subsequent antitrust decisions, in 2010 and in 2019,58 the 

Commission adjusted the MIF level, applying the merchant-indifference-test (MIT) with cash payments, 

while in 2015, a Council Regulation on MIF set a fee cap for consumer debit and credit card transactions 

of more than 0.2 and 0.3 % of the value of the transactions, respectively.59  

This is corroborated by the regulatory actions taken at the Union level to namely the honour-all-

cards rule (HACR60) and the no-discrimination rule (NDR61). Both are platform rules that aim to improve 

the MIF vertical integration effect, or in other words, to establish the (non-)neutrality of MIF for the two 

                                                           
53 2002 Visa Decision supra note 52 at 59.  
54 Ibid. at 67. 
55 Ibid. at 68.  
56 According to the Commission, issuers cater to the merchant with the following services: the payment guarantee, the free 
funding period, and a reduction in the cost of processing payment transactions.  
57 2002 Visa Decision, supra note 52 at 83 ff. 
58 E.C., Commission decision of 8 December 2010 C(2010) 8760 final; E.C., Commission decision of 26 February 2014 C(2014) 1199 
final; E.C., Commission decision of 29 April 2019 C(2019) 3034 final.  
59 See E.C., Regulation n. 751 of 2015 of 29 April 2015 on interchange fees for card-based payment transactions, [2015] O.J., L. 
123/1, arts. 3, 4 [2015 MIF Regulation]. It is worth noting that the Commission, in two Visa decisions, one issued in 2010 and 
the other in 2019, has validated the MIF and its level applying the MIT test, i.e., the Merchant Indifference Test with cash 
payments.  
60 The honour-all-card rule (HACR) compels merchants to accept all cards properly presented with said brand without 
discrimination regardless of the identity of the issuing bank or the type of card within the brand.  
61 The non-discrimination rule (NDR) prevents merchants from adding a surcharge to transactions with Visa cards and thus 
discriminating among different payment instruments and payment systems. 
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sides of the market.62 Both are to be set by the governing body of the four-party payment system, but 

neither of them has led to an ad-hoc Commission decision ex art. 101 TFEU.  

While there is no ad-hoc antitrust decision on the above-mentioned platform rules, since the 2007 

PSD, European lawmakers have tried to lighten the restrictive effect of both regulations. Specifically, art. 

35 of the 2007 PSD establishes that “[t]he payment service provider shall not prevent the payee from 

requesting from the payer a charge or from offering him a reduction for the use of a given payment 

instrument. However, Member States may forbid or limit the right to request charges taking into account 

the need to encourage competition and promote the use of efficient payment instruments.”63 The 2015 

PSD has renumbered but not amended this directive provision, except for establishing that it is 

applicable whenever a fee cap is set, such as for consumer debit and credit card payment transactions, 

and in addition when the payee has not informed the payer in advance, prior to the initiation of payment 

transactions.64 More recently, the 2015 Council Regulation on MIF establishes that the “Payment card 

schemes and payment service providers shall not apply any rule that obliges payees accepting a card-

based payment instrument issued by one issuer also to accept other card-based payment instruments 

issued within the framework of the same payment card scheme.”65 However, the payees may not 

discriminate between payment instruments when a fee cap is set by legislation or when there is 

discrimination based on the identity of the issuer and/or of the cardholder.66  

 

(b) Non-Pricing Conditions 

The downstream competition also depends on the non-pricing policy choices made by payment 

platforms: the financial institutions who may join the platform and under which membership 

conditions, as well as the payment products which may be delivered by the platform through its 

members. For example, to what extent can the free-riding risk justify exclusionary clauses or more 

expensive access conditions for newcomers? The economic regulation has been established since the 

2007 PSD, continuing with the 2015 PSD. Indeed, art. 28 of the 2007 PSD (renumbered as art. 35 of the 

2015 PSD) provides that:  

Member States shall ensure that the rules on access of authorised or registered payment service  
providers that are legal persons to payment systems shall be objective, non-discriminatory and  
proportionate and that those rules do not inhibit access more than is necessary to safeguard  
against specific risks such as settlement risk, operational risk and business risk and to protect 
the financial and operational stability of the payment system. 
Payment systems shall impose on payment service providers, on payment service users or on  
other payment systems none of the following requirements: 
(a) any restrictive rule on effective participation in other payment systems; 
(b) any rule which discriminates between authorised payment service providers or between  
registered payment service providers in relation to the rights, obligations and entitlements of  
participants; or  

                                                           
62 See Rochet & Tirole 2005, supra note 2 at 7 ff.  
63 PSD1 Directive, supra note 1, art. 52(3).  
64 PSD2 Directive, supra note 1, arts. 60, 62.  
65 2015 MIF Regulation, supra note 58, art. 10. 
66 Ibid., arts. 10 (3), (4).  
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(c) any restriction on the basis of institutional status. 

 

However, this principle of non-discrimination may not be applied, according to the second 

paragraph of this directive provision, to a payment system composed exclusively of payment service 

providers belonging to the same group or to payment systems designed under the above-mentioned 

SFD. The Court of Justice has held that this directive provision provides for an access obligation on the 

four-party payment systems like the Visa platform, as well as on third-party payment systems set up 

and operated as if they were four-party payment systems, as long as the proprietary payment system 

remains the sole issuer and the sole acquirer, despite the fact that it may de facto enter licensing or co-

branding agreements.67 But the access obligation in itself is a highly debatable point. Does the access 

obligation rule challenge the separation between payment infrastructures and payment card schemes? 

A payment card scheme means “a single set of rules, practices, standards and/or implementation 

guidelines for the execution of card-based payment transactions and which is separated from any 

infrastructure or payment system that supports its operation, and includes any specific decision-making 

body, organization or entity accountable for the functioning of the scheme.”68 This separation is set forth 

in the 2015 Council Regulation on MIF, in the sense that they are independent of one another in 

accounting, decision-making processes and organization, with a view to allowing all processors (all 

matchmakers) to compete for users (merchants and cardholders).  

In addition, should we assume that, thanks to the access obligation rule, all four-party payment 

systems are essential facilities? Before replying to this question, it is worth recalling the CD vs 

Commission case69 concerning a decision by Groupement des Cartes Bancaires (CB) introducing a series 

of measures that, by increasing the costs of cards issued by new entrants, may have the aim and effect 

of restricting the competitive advantage of some of its members, who are new entrants into markets for 

issuing cards in France, to the benefit of the “main” members of the Groupement. In September 2014, 

the Court of Justice, as the court of appeal against the General Court’s judgement, held that many 

mistakes had been made because “arrangements in novel or complex economic settings (e.g., network 

industries or multi-sided markets) are not subject to a ‘by object’ analysis because the latter is not 

suitable for determining whether such measures are caught by Article 101(1) TFEU.”70  

 

7. CONCLUSION  

This legal analysis has focused on the construction of the internal market for payments with a 

view to ascertaining whether the normative paradigm is the payment instrument and the contracting 

                                                           
67 Compare the preamble (52) of PSD2 Directive, supra note 1, the preamble (28) of 2015 MIF Regulation, supra note 58 and the 
Queen’s bench Division v. The lords Commissioners of Her Majesty’s Treasury, C-643/167, [February 2018].  
68 According to 2015 MIF Regulation, art. 2, n. 16.  
69 Groupement des cartes bancaires (CB) v European Commission, C-67/13, Court of Justice [11 September 2014].  
70 Calzado & Scordamaglia Tousis, “Groupement des Cartes Bancaires v Commission: Shedding Light on What Is not a ‘by object’ 
Restriction of Competition” (2015) J. Eur. Competition L. & Practice 1-3.  
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relationship between the payment service user and his/her payment service provider, or — as this essay 

argues — the payment system as a multilateral contract-based business entity set up to bridge the two 

sides of the market, process and clear payment orders, exhibiting consumption network externalities. 

The legal investigation concerns the negative and positive harmonization process within an 

international regulatory context but also takes into account the antitrust experience in the light of the 

pro-competitive approach featured in the European regulatory actions in this field. The legal analysis 

suggests that the crucial passage from the first to the second paradigm was made in the second half of 

the 90s and the early 2000s. Therefore, the monetary payment has come to be recognized as monetary 

data flowing through two different nodes of a single payment system or two or more compatible 

payment systems, rather than being dealt with as an act of payment between the payer and the payee of 

a monetary obligation. However, this is just the first step in an ongoing analysis that aims to investigate 

the legal effect of the recourse to the payment system as a normative paradigm on the allocation of 

liabilities between payment service providers stepping in to the payment service value chain and the 

allocation of liabilities between the payer and the payee of monetary obligations.  
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